Abstract. Many index calculus algorithms generate multiplicative relations between smoothness basis elements by using a process called Sieving. This process allows to filter potential candidate relations very quickly, without spending too much time to consider bad candidates. However, from an asymptotic point of view, there is not much difference between sieving and straightforward testing of candidates. The reason is that even when sieving, some small amount time is spend for each bad candidates. Thus, asymptotically, the total number of candidates contributes to the complexity. In this paper, we introduce a new technique: Pinpointing, which allows us to construct multiplicate relations much faster, thus reducing the asymptotic complexity of relations' construction. Unfortunately, we only know how to implement this technique for finite fields which contain a medium-sized subfield. When applicable, this method improves the asymptotic complexity of the index calculus algorithm in the cases where the sieving phase dominates. In practice, it gives a very interesting boost to the performance of state-of-the-art algorithms. We illustrate the feasability of the method with a discrete logarithm record in medium prime finite fields of sizes 1175 bits and 1425 bits.
Introduction
Index calculus algorithms form a large class of algorithms for solving hard number theoretic problems which are often used as a basis for public key cryptosystems. They can be used for factoring large integers [14] and for computing discrete logarithms in finite fields [2, 10, 1] and in some elliptic or hyperelliptic curve groups [6, 8, 5, 9, 7] .
All index calculus algorithms have in common two main algorithmic phase. The first of these phases is the generation of multiplicative 1 relations, which are converted into linear or affine equalities involving the logarithms of the elements which appears in the multiplicative relations. The second phase is the linear algebra phase, which solves the resulting system of equations. For factoring, the linear algebra is performed modulo 2. For discrete logarithms, it is done modulo the order of the relevant group. In addition to these two common phases, several other phases also appear: these extra phases heavily depend on the exact algorithm being considered. They can be further classified as preparatory or final phases. The preparatory phases search for a good representation of the structure being considered in order to speed-up the main phases. For example, polynomial selection is a typical preparatory phase which appears when factoring with the number field sieve [15] . The final phases transform the raw output of the linear algebra phase into a solution of the considered problem. Typically, this includes the so-called square root phase of factoring algorithms and the individual logarithm phase encountered in many discrete logarithm algorithms. It should be noted that the computational cost of these prepatory and final phases is usually much smaller than the cost of the main phases.
In most cases, the designers of index calculus algorithms aim at balancing the theoretical complexity of the two main phases, since this usually yields the best global effectiveness. However, this is not always possible as illustrated by the function field sieve for the medium prime case introduced in [13] . In this specific case, the exact asymptotic complexity varies depending on the relative contribution of the base field and of the extension degree to the total size of the finite field being considered (see Section 2) . In practice, the two main phases are usually much less balanced. This is due to the fact that the generation of relations phase can, in general, be distributed among machines in a straightforward way. On the contrary, the linear algebra requires a tightly coordinated computation and is generally performed on a centralized super-computer (or sometimes on a few super-computers). Since centralized computations that require tight communications are more expensive than distributed computations, implementers usually generate an extremely large number of linear equations compared to the number of unknowns. Using various techniques such as filtering, rebalancing or structured Gaussian elimination, this allows to greatly reduce the size of the linear system which is eventually solved and thus the cost of the linear algebra phase. This may increase the total computing power used for the computation, but trading expensive centralized computations for cheaper distributed computations is usually worthwhile.
As a consequence of these considerations, we see that the generation of relations is a very important phase of index calculus algorithms. Up to now, two main techniques are usually used. The simplest approach is direct trial where one simply checks whether a potential candidate turns into an effective relation by testing whether an integer or a polynomial splits into a product of "small" elements. In theory, the parameters of index calculus are selected to make sure that the cost of testing a candidate has a negligible contribution to the overall complexity. However, in practice, factoring these objects has a non-neglibible cost. Thus, the other approach called sieving is usually prefered. The basic idea of sieving is to proceed backward and mark all multiples of small elements. Clearly, an object which receives many marks is much more likely to generate a useful multiplicative relation that an object which receives few marks. Note that, from a theoretic point of view, sieving does not change the complexity of the sieving phase. Indeed, all the potential candidates still need to be considered and even reducing the cost of considering a candidate to a unit cost would not be enough to lower the overall asymptotic complexity.
In this paper, we introduce a new technique to generate relations which is much faster that sieving. In the some cases, the cost of relation generation becomes essentially optimal: we only require a small number of arithmetic op-erations per generated relation. To indicate that this technique sometimes allow direct access the relations, we name it Pinpointing. Unfortunately, we only know how to achieve this for a limited number of index calculus algorithms. More precisely, we show how to use pinpointing for the medium prime case as described in [13] .
A refresher on the medium prime case
The medium prime discrete logarithms proposed in [13] works as follows. In order to compute discrete logarithms in F q n , a degree n extension of the base field F q , it starts by defining the extension field implicitly from two bivariate polynomials in X and Y :
where g 1 and g 2 are univariate polynomials of degree d 1 and d 2 . In order to define the expected extension, this requires that the polynomial −g 2 (g 1 (Y )) + Y has an irreducible factor F (Y ) of degree n over F q . As explained in [13] , it is easy to find polynomials g 1 and g 2 that satisfy this requirement.
The relative degrees of d 1 and d 2 in this case are controlled by an extra parameter D, whose choice is determined by the size of q compared to q n . More precisely, we have d 1 ≈ √ Dn and d 2 ≈ n/D. Starting from this definition of the finite field, the medium prime field algorithms consider objects of the form A(Y ) X +B(Y ), where A and B are univariate polynomials of degree D and A is unitary. Substituting X by g 1 (Y ) on one side and Y by g 2 (X) on the other, we obtain an equation:
This relates a polynomial of degree d 1 + D in Y and a polynomial of degree Dd 2 + 1 in X.
To use the equations as index calculus relations, the algorithm of [13] selects the set of all unitary polynomials of degree at most D in X or Y , with coefficients in F q as its smoothness basis and keeps pairs of polynomials (a, b) such that the two polynomials a(Y ) g 1 (Y ) + b(Y ) and a(g 2 (X)) X + b(g 2 (X)) both factor into terms of degree at most D. These good pairs are found using a classical sieving approach.
Writing Q = q n , to analyze the complexity of the medium prime discrete logarithms, [13] chooses to write q = L Q (1/3, α D), where as usual:
In this setting, the (heuristic) asymptotic complexity of the sieving phase is L Q (1/3, c 1 ) and the complexity of the linear algebra is L Q (1/3, c 2 ), with:
Note that the algorithm with parameter D only works under the condition:
Otherwise, the number of expected relations is too small to relate all elements of the smoothness basis. For a finite field F q n , [13] indicates that the best complexity is obtained choosing the smallest acceptable value for the parameter D.
Individual discrete logarithms phase
Another very important phase that appears in many index calculus based algorithms is the individual discrete logarithms phase which allows to compute the logarithm of an arbitrary field element by finding a multiplicative relation which relates this element to the elements of the smoothness basis whose logarithms have already been computed. In [13] , this is done by first expressing the desired element as a product of elements which can be represented as low degree polynomials in X or t. These polynomials can in turn be related to polynomials of a lower degree and so on, until hitting degree one, i.e. elements of the smoothness basis. For this reason, the individual logarithm phase is also called the descent phase.
As analyzed in [13] , the asymptotic complexity of the descent phase is
where µ < 1 is an arbitrary parameter. Moreover, any choice of µ in the interval ]1/2; 1[ ensures that the complexity of the descent phase is asymptotically negligible compared to (at least one of) the main phases.
Pinpointing

Basic framework
In order to improve the generation of relations, we first consider the simple case with parameter D = 1 and we construct our finite field extension using two polynomials that have the following restricted form:
where g 2 is a polynomial of degree d 2 . To generate relations, since D = 1, we consider the space spanned by XY , X, Y and 1, i.e., after renormalization we are thus considering the following candidates:
where a, b and c are arbitrary coefficients in F q . A candidate yields a valid multiplicative relation when both sides factor into linear polynomials. We remark that the left-hand side Y d 1 +1 + aY d 1 + bY + c splits into linear terms, if and only if,
into linear terms. This can be seen by performing the change of variable Y = aU and dividing by a d 1 +1 .
One-sided pinpointing
Using this remark, we obtain a first form of pinpointing which only focuses on the Y side. This form searches for polynomials in U of the form
This can be done either by directly testing candidates or by sieving. We need to consider approximately (d 1 + 1)! candidates to find a good polynomial.
Once we have obtained one such smooth polynomial, we can amplify it (using the change of variable U = Y /a) into many polynomials
This amortizes the cost of finding the initial polynomial, distributing this cost among many candidates. Indeed, we expect to obtain approximately q/(d 2 + 1)! relations by testing the right-hand sides corresponding to q − 1 different values of a. Adding to this the cost of finding the initial smooth polynomial, we find an amortized cost per relation close to:
This is clearly better than the cost of classical sieving which, in this case, amounts to (d 2 + 1)! (d 1 + 1)! operations per relation. More precisely, this improves the cost of the relation by a factor of, at least,
Kummer extensions, Frobenius and advanced pinpointing
With some specific extension fields, it is possible to achieve an even better improvement over sieving, using a two-side approach to pinpointing. Moreover, this can be done while taking into account the action of Frobenius which allows us to reduce the size of the linear system. We illustrate this using Kummer extensions of degree n = d 1 d 2 − 1. We recall that a Kummer extension of degree n is defined over a finite field F q which contains n-mi roots of unity by a polynomial P (X) = X n − α, where α has no root of prime order m|n in F q . Let µ denote a primitive n-th root of unity in F q and x denote a n-th root of α in F q n , then we have:
As a consequence, there exists a i 0 prime to n such that x q = µ i 0 x. By changing our choice of primitive root µ, we can ensure that i 0 = 1. Thus, throughout the sequel, we have x q = µ x. Such a Kummer extension can be obtained in our framework by defining:
Substituting one equation in the other, we find
Thus dividing by X we obtain the desired Kummer extension. If x denotes as above the image of X in F q n , the image of Y is y = x d 2 . Once again, since we are considering D = 1, our smoothness basis contains all the linear polynomials x + a and y + a with a in F q . The Frobenius acts on the smoothness basis as follows:
As a consequence, in the quotient group F ( q n ) * /F * q , we have:
log(x + a/µ) = q log(x + a) and log(y + a/µ d 1 ) = q log(y + a).
These relations allow us to divide the number of unknowns in the linear system that we need to solve by a factor essentialy equal to n. Indeed, all elements in the factor base except x and y have precisely n conjuguates (including themselves). Moreover, since x n(q−1) = 1 and y n(q−1) = 1, the logarithms of x and y are equal to 0 modulo any large prime dividing the order of the quotient group.
Advanced pinpointing: Generating equations in Kummer extensions
As in the one-sided case, we consider the space of candidates generated by XY , X, Y and 1. Due to our specific choices, the renormalized candidates can be rewritten in a slightly simpler form:
We now remark that the polynomial on the X side splits, if and only if,
Moreover, the polynomial on the Y side splits, if and only if,
, then the polynomials in U and V can respectively be rewritten as:
Converserly, choose a triple (A, B, λ), with A = 0 and B = 0 and AB d 2 a n-th power in F q such that:
both split. Then, we can recover a unique (up to Frobenius action) triple (a, b, c) corresponding to a candidate that yields an equation in the finite field. We first recover a and b. Putting together the two equations A = ba −d 2 and
. Since, by hypothesis, AB d 2 is a n-th power this equation has n distinct solutions. Choose one arbitrary solution for b, then we necessarily have a = Bb d 1 and c = λab. We thus obtain a valid candidate (a, b, c).
To show the unicity up to Frobenius action, we start from another solution µ i b and obtain the triple (µ
. Now, let the Frobenius act j times on:
and renormalize to obtain:
, we see that for j ≡ −i (mod n), the action of Frobenius yields that same equation as the new choice for b.
Notes. Once λ is fixed, finding the triples (A, B, λ) which satisfy the property that AB d 2 is n-th power is a simple matter. Indeed, it suffices to partition the list of possible values for A and B in n sublists depending on the discrete logarithms of A (resp. B) modulo n. Since n is small, these values are easily computed by comparing A (q n −1)/n (resp. B (q n −1)/n ) with the possible n-th root of unity in F Q . We can also remark that this form advanced pinpointing can be used 
As a consequence, the average cost of constructing one relation is:
If we remember that the factor n in the second term is compensated by the fact that we only need q/n relations instead of q, we see that the other term is reduced from (d 1 + 1)! to 1. As a consequence, the gain compared to sieving is at least (q − 1)/2.
An interesting side-effect of this advanced pinpointing is that once the list of A and B values have been stored, the equations can be regenerated for a constant cost. This is interesting, because these lists are smaller than the list of equations. As a consequence, rather that storing the equations, it becomes preferable to recompute them on the fly whenever they are needed, thus saving disk space (and disk access time).
Complexity of relation construction using pinpointing
We first recall that the cost of sieving from [13] :
Moreover it is only applicable for α ≥ 3 −2/3 .
Using one-sided pinpointing As in [13] , we now assume consider the complexity of computing discrete logarithms in a field F Q , with Q = q n , assuming that the parameter α defined as:
is fixed. In this setting, we have q = L Q (1/3, α) . Since the smoothness basis has size 2q, the cost of the linear algebra is the same as in [13] , i.e., it is L Q (1/3, c 2 ) with c 2 = 2α.
However, the complexity of collecting the relations is reduced compared to sieving. Indeed, the cost of collecting approximately 2q relations becomes:
Using the usual choice for d 1 and d 2 , this can be written as:
Note that this can be further improved by choosing the degrees d 1 and d 2 as follows:
log(Q) log log(Q) 1/3 . For α ≥ 3 −2/3 , this reduces the complexity to
Using advanced pinpointing To determine the asymptotic complexity of the advanced pinpointing method, we can ignore the action of Frobenius. Indeed, despite offering a very useful practical improvement, it does not provide an asympotic gain. The cost of collecting enough relations in this case is:
We choose:
log(Q) log log(Q)
1/3
As a consequence, the cost of building the relations becomes:
Direct access to relations. When α ≥ 2 3 √ α , i.e. α ≥ (2/3) 2/3 , the cost of building relations becomes equal to the number of relations. In other words, the right summand in equation (3) becomes negligible and each relation can be built in constant time. In this context, the pinpointing technique gives direct access to multiplicative relations. It is weird to note that, in this best case for pinpointing, there is no improvement on the full complexity, as shown in the next paragraph.
Impact on the full discrete logarithm complexity In order to define the asymptotic complexity of the discrete logarithm computation for the algorithm with parameter D = 1, we also need to take into account the complexity of the linear algebra L Q (1/3, 2α) . For α ≥ 3 −2/3 , this cost is higher than the cost of pinpointing in either version. As a consequence, in this range, the full complexity of discrete logarithm computation becomes L Q (1/3, 2α) . When α is in the interval [3 −2/3 ; (2/3) 2/3 [, this is better than the algorithm of [13] whose cost is dominated by sieving. In particular, for α = 3 −2/3 , the cost is reduced from
Generalization to D > 1
The one-sided pinpointing technique presented above can easily be generalized to the case where D > 1 in a straightforward way. More precisely, it suffices to remark that a polynomial:
can be decomposed into a product of polynomials of degree at most D, if and only if, the polynomial:
can be decomposed into a product of polynomials of degree at most D.
As a consequence, we can essentially save a factor q −1 compared to a sieving approach if we use a pinpointing approach in this general case.
Resulting complexity. As in [13] , we consider the case where Equation (1) is satisfied. The amortized cost of constructing one relation is:
where S D (T ) denotes the inverse of the probability for a degree T polynomial to decompose as a product of polynomials of degree at most D. We recall that S D (T ) ≈ exp((T /D) log T /D) (see [13, 16] ). As a consequence, the runtime of the relation collection is approximated by:
For the usual choice, d 1 ≈ √ Dn and d 2 ≈ n/D and writing q = L Q (1/3, α D) this becomes:
Depending on the exact value of α, it can be re-optimized by changing the value of d 1 and d 2 . When possible, the complexity becomes:
To test whether re-optimization is possible, it suffices to compare the two complexities and keep the smaller.
Kummer extensions with D > 1.
In the case where D > 1, it is clear that using Kummer extensions allows to account for the action of Frobenius, as in the D = 1 case. However, it is less clear that a dual-sided approach is also possible in this case. It turns out that the method used for D = 1 remains applicable. More precisely, define the relation between X and Y as in equation 2 and consider the space of candidates A(Y ) X + B(Y ), where A and B are polynomials of degree D and A is unitary. We write
The X-side is:
It splits, if and only if:
also splits. Similarly, the Y -side is:
also splits. As a consequence, given λ = c/(ab), A = b/a d 1 and B = a/b d 2 such that AB d 1 is a n-th power, we can transform all smooth polynomials in U and V into smooth polynomials in X and Y form with matching values for a, b and c. If the other coefficients also match, we obtain a relation. However, due to the cost of matching extra coefficients, this is not as favorable as in the case D = 1.
Application: a record on 117bits
In order to demonstrate the practicality of our algorithm, we give a new record for discrete logarithms in finite fields in a particularly favorable case. More precisely, we decided to improve on the discrete logarithm record in F 370 801 30 presented in [12] and to choose a much larger field F p 47 , with p = 33 553 771.
To the best of our knowledge, the previous discrete logarithm record in a finite field concerned F 3 582 , a 923-bit field (see [11] ). Our result thus increases the size of the previous record by more than 250 bits. In order to illustrate the running time improvements gained from our new technique, we compare in the sequel our running times and the running times from [11] . However, we wish to warn the reader than this comparison should be analyzed with care. Indeed, the finite field we have chosen is especially well-suited to our new techniques.
Concerning the chosen finite field, we first remark that p ≡ 1 (mod 47). As a consequence, we define the extension field using the relations Y = X 6 and Y 8 = 2X. This allows us to use advanced pinpointing and take advantage of the action of Frobenius. We obtain a smoothness basis of 1.43M elements. The cardinality of the finite field is:
where C is a 1073-bit composite cofactor of unknow factorization 2 . By construction, X has order 47(p − 1) and thus cannot serve as a base for discrete logarithm. However, X − 3 is very likely to have order p 47 − 1. Indeed, none of the values (X − 3) (p 47 −1)/f is equal to 1, when f is chosen as one of the known factors of p 47 − 1. This choice is validated by our computation since we can find logarithms of random elements in basis X − 3.
As expected, the construction of the multiplicative relations is extremely efficient. For this reason, it was performed on a single laptop, using one CPU. We used advanced pinpointing. The preparatory construction of smooth-polynomials, for 1000 different values of λ, took a little more than 3 hours on the laptop. Once this is done, we performed the computation of the relations together with the structured Gaussian elimination, in 2 minutes. The resulting linear system contains 829 405 unknowns.
As expected, the computation is dominated by the linear algebra step. We performed this step using a block Wiedemann approach (as in [17] ), based on 32 independent series of matrix-vector evaluation. Each run in the series was performed on a 16-core 3 node of Genci's Curie computer, using OMP threads, thus using a total of 512 processors. The initial matrix-vector products required almost 37 hours. Due to memory requirement, the computation of a relation using block Wiedemann was done on 64 cores of a larger node 4 of Curie: it took 9h30min. Finally the recovery of the solution took 32 additional matrix-vectors products of half length compared to the initial runs. Due to the extra cost of combining the intermediate values using the coefficients in the relation, this required almost 25 hours. The grand total amounts to about 32 000 CPU-hours. We give a comparison of the timings with the previous record in Table 1 .
Bitsize
Total time Relation construction Linear algebra Indiv. Log. [11] 923 bits 813 000 CPU.hours 270 000 CPU.h 483 000 CPU.h 60 000 CPU.h This paper 1175 bits 32 000 CPU.hours 3 CPU.h 32 000 CPU.h 4 CPU.h This paper 1425 bits 32 000 CPU.hours 6 CPU.h 32 000 CPU.h < 12 CPU.h (sect. 6) To illustrate the results, we first give some discrete logarithms of factor base elements in base x − 3 modulo C. We note that, as expected, the logarithms of x and y are both zero modulo C. 
Individual discrete logarithm
The computation of individual discrete logarithms is unchanged from [13] and requires a moderate amount of computing power. We illustrate this by computing the logarithm of:
The first step is to find a value related to Z which can be expressed using polynomials in X of relatively low degree. Here, we find that:
where: Once, this is done, we use the descent procedure to express each factor using polynomials of lower degree in X and Y . The slowest step in the descent is the final step that expresses polynomials of degree 2 using linear polynomials. After the earlier steps of the descent, we have a total of 278 degree polynomials whose logarithms are required (156 in X and 122 in Y ). In the final step, we consider all polynomials of the form XY + aY + bX + c that are multiples of the target polynomial and use sieving to find a relation between this target and linear polynomials. When not possible, we use a relation that also include another degree 2 polynomial and restart from that polynomial. The total time to obtain all these logarithms on the laptop used for computing the relations is under 4 hours.
Finally, back-substituting all the logarithms of the linear polynomials, we derive the logarithm of Z modulo C. To ease verification, we have also computed this logarithm modulo the small factors and thus give its complete value. We Since the above record only required a moderate amount of computing power, we further investigated the potential of the technique by choosing a new target of a similar form. We considered F p 57 , with p = 33 341 353.
We have p ≡ 1 (mod 57) and we defined the extension field using the relations: Y = X 7 and X = 2/Y 8 . The advanced pinpointing technique can easily be adapted to deal with this case and take advantage of the action of Frobenius. The initial smoothness basis thus contains1.17M elements. The cardinality of the finite field is:
The two primes p 1 and p 2 respectively have 446 and 900 bits. Since, X has order 57(p−1), we use X−11 as our basis for discrete logarithms. The construction of the multiplicative relations was performed on the same laptop as previously. For the preparatory construction of smooth-polynomials, we used 2000 different values of λ, which took 6 hours on the laptop. Once this is done, we performed the computation of the relations together with the structured Gaussian elimination, in 2 minutes. The resulting linear system contains 714 931 unknowns.
Once again, the computation is dominated by the linear algebra step. This time, we split the computation into two independent parts, adressing p 1 and p 2 separately. For each of the two primes, the initial matrix-vector products required 18 hours and 30 minutes, using a 16-core node for each prime. The block Wiedemann step required 2h30m for p 1 and 6h10m for p 2 , using 64 cores for each computation. The final run of matrix-vectors products took 12 hours for each prime. Once again, the grand total amounts to about 32 000 CPU-hours.
The computation of individual discrete logarithms works as previously. However, for performance reasons, we reimplemented the descent procedure in C, instead of using a mix of PARI/GP scripts and C code as before. The computing power required for an individual logarithm remains moderate and could be parallelized if required. We illustrate this by computing the logarithm of:
We have:
where: Once, this is done, we use the descent procedure to express each factor using polynomials of lower degree in X and Y . The slowest step in the descent is again the final step that expresses polynomials of degree 2 using linear polynomials. The total time to obtain all the logarithms on the laptop used for computing the relations is 11h20m hours.
Finally, back-substituting all the logarithms of the linear polynomials, we derive the logarithm of Z modulo p 1 p 2 . To ease verification, we have also computed this logarithm modulo the small factors and thus give its complete value. 
Conclusion and Open problem
In this paper, we have shown a new technique to replace sieving in some index calculus algorithms. Since we only know how to do this in the medium prime case of the function field size, it leaves open the problem of generalizing the approach to other index calculus algorithms. The natural targets are the function field size without a medium-size subfield and the number field sieve, either for factoring or computing discrete logarithms. It should be noted that the cubic sieve introduced in [3] (see [4] for more details) can be seen as a precursor of the method described in this paper and offers a partial answer to this question. However, generalizing it to index calculus with higher degree polynomials seems to be a difficult problem.
